Introduction
This chapter is an attempt to identify the position and importance of football in the collective memory of the countries of the former Eastern Bloc in the years 1945-1991, based on the concept of 'sites of memory' developed by the French historian Pierre Nora. Its main objective is first of all to show football as an important source that generates content of collective memory in Central and Eastern Europe, with a special focus on those of its aspects that have so far been of secondary importance for researchers in the fields of humanities and social sciences, and escaped the attention of most scholars dealing with football, who focused instead on West European reality. As an additional objective, this chapter also aims at proposing and submitting for discussion the very notion of a 'football site of memory', and pointing out the cases of this phenomenon within the Eastern Bloc in 1945-1991. The chapter consists of three integrally linked sections. The first section, which is theoretical and methodological in nature, is an attempt at describing the phenomenon of 'sites of memory' as well as its various interpretations, origins and possible uses in football research. The author strives to define the notion of the 'football site of memory' and proposes two levels of analysis (integrity of the community and attitude towards social reality), which he uses to distinguish four theoretical categories of the discussed phenomenon (integration and decomposition as well as adaptation and resistance). The second section, which is analytical, reviews and analyses the sites of memory proposed by the author and linked to the football history of Eastern Bloc countries (Poland, the German Democratic Republic (GDR), Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, Yugoslavia and Albania) from 1945 to 1991. The third section, a summary, is an attempt 10 Football Sites of Memory in the Eastern Bloc 1945 Bloc -1991 Seweryn Dmowski to give a common denominator to the previous discussion by means of proposing a homogeneous 'football site of memory' shared by the entire former Eastern Bloc and symbolising one and the same phenomenon throughout the discussed societies -a specific football topos for 'people's democracies' in the Cold War period. In the author's opinion, such a common denominator was the existence in all of the Eastern Bloc's football systems of 'patronage clubs' operating under the tutelage of different branches of the people's democracy regime and its administration.
Sites of memory
As has been mentioned above, the well-acknowledged pioneer of research into 'sites of memory' is the French historian Pierre Nora. He argued that if the phenomenon needs to be defined, the definition should be as follows: 'lieu de mémoire is any significant entity, whether material or non material in nature, which by dint of human will or the work of time has become a symbolic element of the memorial heritage of any community' (Nora, 1996, p. xvii) . In another of his works, he defines it as the space where 'memory crystallises and secretes itself' (Nora, 1989, p. 7). As Nancy Wood rightly observes:
we can say provisionally that 'lieux de mémoire' are quintessentially symbolic (whatever form they assume), a product of human or temporal agency, and comprise the bedrock of a community's symbolic repertoire … these 'lieux de mémoire' range from symbols … and monuments … to pedagogic manuals … institutions … and personages … to commemorative events … honorific dates … and exhibitions. Across their material and ideational diversity, Nora and his researchers identify in these 'lieux de mémoire' a common memorial function: all manage to powerfully evoke a set of civic values … which draw their adherents into a social collectivity … united in the sanctification and defence of these values. (Wood, 1994, p. 124) Also worth quoting here is the opinion of Andrzej Szpociński, who argues that: aiming to capture the specific nature of Nora's propositions formulated in his early works (the beginning of [the] 1970s), lieux de memoire should rather be defined as 'sites of remembrance', 'sites of reminiscences', and preferably 'sites where memories come back', instead of 'sites of memory'. The conception of such 'sites of remembrance'
